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Kyle Korver is On Pace For The Best NBA Shooting Season Of All Time 

 By: Ian Levy 

In the NBA, the apex of individual shooting is a 50-40-90 season — shooting 50 percent from the field, 

40 percent on 3-pointers and 90 percent on free throws. Not many people can sustain that kind of 

accuracy from inside and out. Since the three-point line was adopted for the 1979-80 campaign, just six 

players (in 10 seasons overall) have hit 50-40-90 on their percentages.
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Kyle Korver is doing his best to become the 11th. There are a handful of players within striking distance 

of 50-40-90, but only Korver, the Atlanta Hawks’ All-Star shooting guard, is on pace to achieve it. Korver 

is operating on a different plane of existence right now — shooting 51.2 percent from the field, 52.3 

percent on 3-pointers and 91.1 percent from the free-throw line. He could have the first-ever 50-50-90 

season. 

Since the 1979-80 season, 1,184 player seasons have met the minimum benchmarks, and the overlap 

between their shooting percentages emphasizes just how rare the achievement is that Korver is chasing. 

Korver’s performance so far became more astonishing the more I looked at the numbers. If we include 

him in those 1,184 player seasons (he hasn’t met the minimum benchmarks but is on pace to,
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injury), his percentages this season would rank in the 97th percentile in both field-goal percentage and 

free-throw percentage. His 3-point percentage would be the best of any player in the sample. If we 

compare those percentile ranks with the other 50-40-90 seasons, along with True Shooting Percentage, 

Korver has a legitimate claim to the greatest shooting season of all time. 

PLAYER SEASON FG% 3PT% FT% TS% 

Kyle Korver 2014-15 97th 100th 97th 73.1% 

Kevin Durant 2012-13 97 90 96 64.7 

Steve Nash 2007-08 95 99 96 64.1 

Reggie Miller 1993-94 95 91 96 63.6 

Steve Nash 2005-06 97 96 98 63.2 

Mark Price 1988-89 99 97 95 62.3 

Steve Nash 2009-10 96 93 99 61.5 

Steve Nash 2008-09 95 96 99 61.5 



PLAYER SEASON FG% 3PT% FT% TS% 

Larry Bird 1986-87 89 98 93 61.2 

Larry Bird 1987-88 99 89 98 60.8 

Dirk Nowitzki 2006-07 94 90 95 60.5 

But can Korver keep this up for the rest of the season? What we know about players regressing to the 

mean suggests probably not. But we’re more than halfway through the season, and the possible 

variability in his end-of-season percentages is reduced with each shot he takes. In Korver’s case, 

nothing’s guaranteed — yet. 

The chart below shows, for each season, how many percentage points Korver’s final field-goal 

percentage differed from the percentage he was shooting at other points in the season.
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If we assume Korver will play the rest of the season, attempting field goals, free throws and 3-pointers 

at the same rate as he has to this point, then he has just passed the 65 percent mark. Going by the trend 

line, we would expect his current field-goal percentage to vary from his final mark by about 1.3 

percentage points. Shooting exactly 51.2 percent from the field at this point, hitting 50 percent from the 

field does not seem secure. 

Using the same technique to look at his free-throw shooting yields a similarly murky projection. 

By the trend line, we would expect Korver’s current free-throw percentage to vary by as much as 2.3 

percentage points from his final tally. Because he’s shooting 91.1 percent from the line, he could easily 

fall below the 90 percent threshold. Korver typically attempts far fewer free throws than shots from the 

field, this season included, and thus there is a lot more variability throughout the season. 

Interestingly, the mark that seems most secure — his 52.3 percent shooting on 3-pointers — could be 

his undoing. Here is the same chart for his 3-point percentage. 

It’s unlikely that Korver’s 3-point percentage would drop 12.3 percentage points, to dip below 40 

percent, by the end of the year. But his field-goal shooting is highly dependent on his 3-point shooting 

— 72.7 percent of Korver’s shot attempts this season have been 3-pointers. He has made just 55 of his 

114 shots inside of the arc — 48.2 percent. We should potentially expect more variation in his field-goal 

percentage than the chart above indicates. If Korver’s 3-point percentage declined by 2.3 percentage 

points by the end of the season, it would dip below 50 percent; his overall field-goal percentage would 

drop by 1.6 percentage points, also sliding below 50 percent. If Korver is going to finish the year with a 

field-goal percentage above 50 percent, he’ll probably need the cushion of keeping his 3-point 

percentage above 50 percent as well. 

Korver is chasing history and walking a tightrope. He has put up a half-season’s worth of shooting 

efficiency that can stand against anything in the record books. But if 50-40-90 is the goal, it’s not time to 

exhale quite yet. 



 


